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1. Introduction 

This report is an update on our 2nd Year Survey Report (1992), and should be read in conjunction with it. 
We have mainly discussed the changes in the language situation since 1992. There are no dialect 
differences in the Kamula language, and so many of the topics normally covered in the Dialect Survey 
Report are not applicable. The numbering system of the headings in this paper roughly correspond to the 
suggested outline given by the SIL Language Survey department. 

2. Location 

The Kamulas are split between 2 areas in Western Province, one in the eastern corner of the province 
where it borders on Southern Highlands Province and the other 90km to the south, near Balimo. In this 
paper, the former area is referred to as the northern area (which comprises the villages of Keseki and 
Samokopa), and the latter area, comprising the village of Wasapea (Kamiyami), is referred to as the 
southern area. 

For more information on the location of the language area/surrounding language groups etc. (and maps), 
refer to Second Year Survey Report. 

3. Methodology 

There are only 3 Kamula speaking villages, one of which we live in (Keseki). The other 2 villages have 
been visited by us a few times, during which we have collected much of this data. Data has also been 
collected from speakers of these other 2 villages when they have visited our village. A wide cross-section 
of the people were consulted for information (men and women, young and old), and of course, much of 
the data was gleaned from our observations. 

4. Linguistic and social differences within the language community 

There are no dialect differences within the language area. Word-lists have been taken in all 3 villages and 
they show no lexical, grammatical or phonological differences. The texts we have recorded also show no 
differences, and we ourselves have noticed no differences linguistically between the speakers from the 
different villages.  

Socially, the Kamulas are a very homogeneous group, with no social/political factions and no inter-clan 
rivalry. 

5. Language use and attitudes 

5.1 Northern area 

In the 2nd Year Survey Report, we explained...  
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1. ...the use of Doso and Kamula, stating that in the northern area, Doso was gradually 
disappearing. This indeed is still the case, with most children nowadays not learning 
Doso. We believe that this will continue to be the trend in the future.  

2. ...the use of Gogodala, stating that the Gogodalas (a large, educated group, located close 
to the southern Kamula area) staffed the Health Centre and Community School, and 
comprised the majority of pastors. In the past couple of years, we have seen a decrease in 
the use of Gogodala, partly because there have been fewer Gogodala pastors, (at present 
there are none), and fewer school staff. Also, the use of English in preference to 
Gogodala seems to be increasing. For example, all communication nowadays between the 
Gogodalas and the younger generation is in English. In fact the present younger 
generation's knowledge of Gogodala seems to be poor. This was evident when a handful 
of the better educated Kamula young people failed a Gogodala language test for Bible 
School entry. The increasing prestige of English may be partly due to the growing 
interaction the young men have with logging company representatives/directors and the 
perceived usefulness of being able to speak English.  

3. The older generation continue to use mainly Motu when communicating with the 
Gogodalas, or have a younger person as an interpreter. 

4. ...use of Kamula as the lingua franca of the northern area, predicting that Kamula would 
continue to gain in prestige. This seems to be the case today, with the people of the 
neighbouring language groups (Kasua, Aimele) using Kamula across the language 
boundaries. The Kalamo male adults continue to use Kamula when communicating with 
the Kamula, Weleo and Aimele people. The Kalamo women's use of Kamula remains 
more limited, and they tend to have much less social interaction with the other groups 
than the men do. At the annual Men's Church Conference, Kamula is the only common 
language of communication and the sermons in Kamula are not interpreted into the other 
languages represented. Kamula booklets that we have produced are bought by speakers of 
all the neighbouring language groups. 

5.2 Southern area 

In the 2nd Year Survey report, we explained... 

5. ...the use of the Doso language, saying that in Wasapea (Kamiyami), Doso and Kamula 
had equal use. Nowadays, the trend seems to be that Doso is becoming stronger than 
Kamula, with the children preferring Doso over Kamula. In the surrounding Dipiaso 
speaking villages, where a minority of Kamulas live, the Kamula children nowadays are 
not learning Kamula, but rather Doso and Dipiaso. 

6. ...the use of Gogodala, stating that in the southern area, Gogodala was much stronger than 
in the northern area. This continues to be the case today, with the entire Kamula speaking 
community in the south becoming increasingly bilingual in Gogodala. This is mainly a 
result of the geographical proximity of the Gogodalas, who border on the Kamula 
speaking communities. 

We believe that in the south, in the short-term future, Doso will gain in use over Kamula, while in the 
long-term, Gogodala will possibly overtake both of these languages. 
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6. Loan Words 

All loan words in vernacular materials are derived from the corresponding Gogodala term and adapted 
accordingly. Thus, the names of Bible books, people and places follow the Gogodala conventions. 

7. Language work already done 

Apart from M. and J. Rule's 2 unpublished papers on the grammar and phonology of Kamula, all 
linguistic analysis has been done by us. We have completed the Grammar Essentials (1994) and the 
Phonology Essentials (1995). 

We have produced a variety of vernacular materials, including Shell books, locally authored story 
booklets and Scripture portions. The response has generally been favourable, with most being sold out. 

As far as we are aware, no other individuals or groups are producing vernacular material. 

8. Churches/Missions 

Since writing the 2nd Year Survey report, the church situation has remained the same, ie the ECPNG is 
the only denomination and there are no new churches/missions/cults etc. The attitude of the church 
leaders towards the use of the vernacular and vernacular materials remains positive. 


